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CLUB NEWS by Jim 

Membership 
The Fairy Lamp Club membership continues 
to grow at a steady rate.  Currently, we have 
approximately 95 members throughout the 
US with representative from the UK, Canada 
and Australia.  Some of our new members 
learned of our Club through member referrals 
and several more learned of us from an ad in 
the NIGHT L IGHT —the Miniature Lamp 
Collectors Club Newsletter.  (See section on 
Related Clubs for information about this 
club.)  A very warm welcome to all our new 
members.  I look forward to your contribu-
tions to the newsletter. 

Membership Renewal 
In the last issue of the newsletter I included 
membership renewal forms to approximately 
twenty members.  All but a few chose to 
renew their membership and continue receiv-
ing the newsletter.  In this issue, I have again 
included membership renewal forms to all 
who have reached the end of their member-
ship period.  If you received a renewal form, 
please fill it out and return it to me as soon as 
possible so as not to miss a single issue of the 
newsletter.  I really appreciate your support. 

Membership List 
There has been some discussion this quarter 
about the need to distribute a membership list 
among our members.  Many of you will 
recall, there was discussion in the early issues 
of the newsletter about respecting the privacy 
of our members and not producing such a 

list.1 That respect for privacy will continue.  
However, on behalf of those members who 
wish to establish a relationship with other 
fairy lamp collectors in their locality, I will 
maintain and distribute a club membership 
list with relevant information such as name, 
address, phone number, and e-mail address. I 
will not, however, include any member in this 
listing without their written permission. 

If you are interested in having your name and 
other relevant information included in the 
membership list, please fill out the enclosed 
permission form and return it to me at your 
earliest convenience.  A membership list will 
be included with future issues of the newslet-
ter. 

Proposed Club Meeting 
In the last issue I proposed that we use the 
1998 Night Light Convention as an opportu-
nity for as many of us as possible to meet one 
another. While many agree that this would 
provide a convenient opportunity for many of 
us on the east coast, there was some concern 
that any activities that we may plan would 
interfere with the already busy schedule of 
Night Light Club.  I agree that we would not 
want to interfere with the Night Light Club 
activities or infringe on precious free time 
those members have to meet with old friends.  
So, with that in mind, Pat & I are planing to 
attend the Night Light Convention and we 
hope to see you there.  We won't plan any 
formal activities but would welcome the 
opportunity to share a meal and conversation 
with any who may be interested. 

                                                 
1  Article "Membership Confidentiality," Issue II, 
February 97 
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For planning purposes, the fourth annual 
Night Light Convention will be on Septem-
ber 18-20, 1998 at the Harrisburg East 
Holiday Inn , Harrisburg, PA. This weekend 
coincides with the Carlisle Antique Show, a 
short distance away.  I hope to see you there. 

The next issue of the Night Light Newsletter 
will be coming out in June and it will likely 
contain additional information on the specif-
ics of their convention. So, stay tuned and 
keep your fall calendar open. 

Club Advertising 
I have seen some of our Club ads in antique 
periodicals, most notably being the Antique 
Trader.  Since none of our new members 
have referenced these periodicals, I am not 
sure if they have been successful in locating 
new members. 

On a positive note, however, I received a 
letter from Ralph & Terry Kovel2 soliciting 
information about our Club. They offered an 
invitation to be included in their publication 
Publications for the Collector and other 
relevant publications.  I provided them a brief 
description of our Club and a sample news-
letter.  If anyone comes across this publica-
tion with our listing, please let me know. 

 
The FAIRY LAMP CLUB is for collectors of 
Victorian and contemporary fairy lamps. The 
club's quarterly newsletter is published in 
February, May, August and November and 
provides a forum for members to share in-
formation with others.  US membership is 
$7.50, foreign $12.50. ... Jim & Pat Sapp, 
6422 Haystack Road, Alexandria, VA 22310-
3308. 

 

                                                 
2  Ralph and Terry Koval are authors of many fine 
publications on antiques and price guides.  

FROM OUR MEMBERS 
The following article was reprinted with 
permission of the author.  It was a  feature 
article in the latest issue of OLD STUFF, a bi-
monthly magazine specializing in antiques, 
collectibles, history and nostalgia for the 
Northwest. I have included it for the benefit 
of our contemporary fairy lamp collectors so 
that they may better appreciate the genesis of 
their collections.  I have added a few relevant 
photos for clarity. 

Glow of The Fairy Lamp Undiminished 
By Debbie Coe 

Can you imagine your home without our 
modern lighting? Originally, candles of all 
types were used to light up peoples' homes. 
Even today when a storm takes out our elec-
tricity, most of us still revert to using candles. 

Many changes occurred through 
the years to improve the effec-
tiveness of the light illuminated. 
Finally in 1840, a new type of a 
small fat candle was developed. 
These candles were encased 

with paper and set in a saucer of water to 
burn for many hours. 

 
Samuel Clarke was one of several designers 
in England working on lighting devices. His 
patent dated December 14, 1885, appears to 
be the basis of all fairy lamps. The patent 
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describes a glass cup covered with a dome. In 
his patent he states that his improvements 
allow the light of the candle to be reflected 
through the dome and allows light to pass 
through the melted material. 

It is not known for sure why 
Clarke decided to use a fairy 
as his trademark. We can only 
assume that the light re-
minded him of a fairy twin-

kling in the darkness. His original candle 
cups have a fairy embossed in the bottom. 
Clarke's fairy lamps became so popular that 
all the small candle lamps today are simply 
referred to as "fairy lamps." 

Fairy lamps were extremely popular during 
the 1880s and 1890s and continued into the 
early 1900s. Popularity faded in the 1920s. 
Fairy lamps continued to be made as decora-
tive items. All production ended in the 1940s. 

Then, during the 1950s, the Fenton Art Glass 
Company revived the fairy lamp. Since that 
time hundreds have been made in many 
shapes, colors and sizes. They still make fairy 
lamps today. Other glass companies have also 
made fairy lamps, including Westmoreland, 
Viking, Indiana, L.G. Wright, Mosser and 
L.E. Smith. 

Now one hundred years later, Clarke's fairy 
lamps are still as popular as they were back in 
the 1880s and 1890s.  

Debbie Coe is an antiques dealer from Hills-
boro, Oregon. She and her husband, Randy, 
sell at many of the shows in the Northwest.3   

For additional and more complete informa-
tion on the genesis of fairy lamps read the 
section Fairy Lamp Development in Bob & 
Pat Ruf's book FAIRY LAMPS-Elegance in 
Candle Lighting. 

 
Undocumented Fairy Lamp U-71 by Connie 

                                                 
3  On-line Source:  http://www.vbmpublishing.com/ 
dj97-40.htm 

When I saw this lamp, I smiled as I do not 
remember seeing anything in writing about 
these oversized fairy lamps. I have never seen 
a complete one at a show and only one in an 
auction. I have seen them in a fairy lamp 
collection. 

The dimensions of the base as listed are 
5.5"d. x 2"h. with a stepped inner lip and 
diameters of 4.625" and 4.25". The lamp cup 
for a  candle (1.5"d.) is also unique. None of 
these oversized bases I have seen have been 
signed. 

This oversized 
base is very simi-
lar to the signed 
fairy size Clarke 
base in R-56. I 
have one that has a 
4"d. and is 1.75"h. 
(approximate). 
This fairy size 

ribbed base also has a stepped inner lip for 
different sized shades to sit on and a 1.5"d. 
raised circle that rests on the table surface. 
This circle has the same dimensions as the 
indentation in the oversized base for a candle. 
It looks like it has been turned inward for the 
oversized base. The similarities make me 
think they are unsigned Clarke bases. 

The shade on U-71 
is different from 
the shades I have 
usually seen on 
these oversized 
bases, but they 
could hold a variety 
of shades from 

different makers. The shade pictured here is 
4"h. and just under 4.25"d. It is signed 
"Clarke's Fairy." Other shades are not signed 
and their size may vary slightly. I have seen 
these shades in clear, green, and orange. I 
think they were probably made in the stan-
dard colors. Some of these surviving shades 
are found cracked which may be due to the 
weight of the glass forming the flower. 
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These oversized lamps are another challenge 
for the fairy lamp collector to find. Have fun 
finding them.  

Godillot & Company Ads by Pat Ruf 

Part 2 of 3 

Although no dates appear on the two US ads 
forwarded to us, the appearance of a fairy 
lamp with a "dish-like base having a central 
tubular post" indicates that the ad would be 
1888 or later. 

 

 

CLARK 'S FAIRY LAMPS 
[note misspelling] 

Assorted Patterns and Colors.  

• Per dozen $8.00 to $18.00 [6.00-13.50 
dz.] 

Less 25 per cent. 

             

PYRAMID NIGHT L IGHTS  

Pyramid Night Lights burn nine hours.  They 
are dealt in extensively in Europe and the 
United States by the leading Wholesale Drug 
Houses. 

Prices are as Follows: 

• ½ Dozen Boxes in a Package 

• Case of 24 dozen boxes, 11 lights in a 
box at $4.75 Less 20% per dozen boxes. 
[$3.80] 

• Half Case, 12 dozen boxes, 11 lights in a 
box at $4.75 Less 15% per dozen boxes. 
[$4.04]  

• Any less quantity, 11 lights in a box at 
$4.75 

Less 10% per dozen boxes. [$4.27] 

             

"F AIRY "  L IGHTS 

Burns Ten Hours 

Prices are as Follows: 

• Case of 20 dozen boxes, 6 lights in a box, 
½ dozen boxes in a package 

• Per dozen boxes $4.00 [$2.85] Less 25 
and 5 per cent 

• ½ Case, 12 ½ boxes 4.00 [$3.00] Less 25 
per cent 

• Less than ½ case 4.00 [$3.20] Less 20 per 
cent 

 

Comments - All prices or information in 
[brackets] are added information and not 
part of the original ad.  The prices in the ad 
are wholesale prices. 

The Curse of Frankenstein by Norman 

In the 1957 movie "Curse of Frankenstein," 
starring Peter Cushing and Christopher Lee, 
there is seven lamp cut crystal standard. It is 
promentently shown in several scenes of a 
living room of a Victorian castle.  I wonder if 
that lamp has ended up in the collection of 
one of our members? 
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QUESTIONS &  ANSWERS 
In a previous article4 I asked if anyone had 
any additional examples of the pyramid hand 
lamp pottery candle dish.  No one provided 
any additional examples.  However, I was 
fortunate enough to win the bid on one of-
fered on the eBay auction. 

This pyramid hand lamp candle dish is very 
similar to the two previous examples except 
it only contains the word "TRADEMARK" 
below the pyramid lamp.  Is it logical to think 
that this design came between the two previ-
ous examples, or simply variations between 
production houses? 

Are there additional variations of this candle 
cup? 

 
AUCTION REPORTS 

Early's Spring Antique Auction 5 

Early's Spring auction, April 3-4, 1998 con-
tained several very fine fairy lamps.  If you 
are not familiar with Early's Auction Com-
pany—they claim to be the nation's largest art 
glass auction company—or if you collect 
vintage fairy lamps and have an interest in 
Victorian art glass, I recommend you sub-
                                                 
4  Article “The Pyramid Hand Lamp” by Jim, Issue VI, 
February 98. 
5  Early Auction Company, 123 Main Street, Milford, 
Ohio  45150  Phone (513) 831-4833,  Web Site: 
http://www.SL2.com/EarlyCo.html 

scribe to their auction catalogs.  They are 
professionally prepared and serve as an excel-
lent reference document. 

Below is a listing of the fairy lamps that were 
sold at the Early Spring Auction. 

Winning-
Bid 

 

Description 

$375 Acid Burmese pyramid size fairy lamp 
on clear Clarke's pyramid lamp cup on 
silver plated holder with tri-pedal 
scrolled stem attached to tri-angular 
base. 8"h. 

$450 R-73 - Elaborate pair of fairy lamps, 
baluster stems and all-over deep cut 
with star-cut diamonds, flashed 16 point 
hobstar base, brass double arms marked 
Clarke'sTrade Mark, supporting clear 
pressed inserts marked Clarke's Crick-
lite or Vic Fayette Candle Co., clear 
bell-form shades, two with brass rims 
mold marked Cricklite. 

$675 R-301 (stand) - Webb acid Burmese 
pyramid size dome decorated with 
green ivy leaves resting within clear 
pressed Clarke's insert fitted into deli-
cate ornate holder with beveled mirror 
base with gold velvet trim. 

$425 R-370 - Marked KPM 3-face porcelain 
"cat, dog, owl" candle lamp, with amber 
glass eyes and pink tassel base. 

$2350 R-661 - Webb acid Burmese fairy size 
dome and quadrafold Burmese base. 
Each decorated with autumn colored 
woodbine vine and red berries. Clarke's 
clear Cricklite lamp cup & candle cup. 

$950 R-683 (without fairy lamp) - English 
epergne, 10.5"d. beveled mirror with 
scalloped edge supports 6 brass arms 
holding cased blue satin bulbous posey 
holders with ruffled rims, camphor 
berry pontils.  

$1500 R-686 - Mt. Washington acid Burmese 
fairy lamp epergne, pair Burmese fairy-
size domes on Clarke's Cricklite clear 
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pressed bases fitted into brass holder 
marked S. Clarke's Fairy, Burmese in-
sert in central holder supporting two 
Burmese posey holders with ruffled 
rims, camphor berry pontils Burmese 
bud vase with crimped fold-down rim. 

$21,500 R-765 (different decoration) - Pair 
of Webb acid Burmese fairy lamps, in-
verted trumpet form base with attached 
fold-down bowl with crimped rim deco-
rated with woodbine vine with red ber-
ries, acid Burmese base marked Clarke's 
Fairy, accepts clear pressed insert with 
Clarke's wax candle, fairy size domes 
decorated w/leafy branch w/clumps of 
red flowers w/yellow enamel centers, 
acid marked Webb Patent & Clarke's 
Patent on rim, 11.5"h.   

Buyer's Premium 10% 

Many of the winning bidders were absentee 
or phone bidders. 

Green Valley Auction 

On Saturday, March 21, 1998, Green Valley 
Auctions, Mt. Crawford, Virginia sold the 
fairy lamp collection of Lee Howard Robert-
son of Fincastle, Virginia.  This auction 
consisted of many fine Victorian era fairy 
lamps and several hundred contemporary 
lamps.  Most vintage fairy lamps were sold 
individually and received moderate winning 
bids  Some were sold well below value.  The 
contemporary lamps were sold on lots of 6-8.  
They, generally speaking went at bargain 
prices. 

I have included a few photographs to help 
identify the scope of the collection.  The 
listing is in winning bid order.  There was no 
buyer's premium. 

 

 
Winning 
Bid 

Description 

$1850 Cut and beveled wall mirror with three acid 
Burmese domes, two in rings and one hanging.  
With Burmese toothpick holder.  One base 
cracked. 

$375 Floral form dome with multi-color bloom and 
applied clear leaves, marked Clarke's Fairy 
Pyramid on a pressed stand base. 

$275 Frosted pink to clear embossed floral design 
chimney shade on low matching base. 

$250 Pink milk glass lighthouse. R-422 
$250 Gunderson peach blow cylindrical shade on 

matching base and brass stand. 
$250 Light blue satin with matching base and metal 

ring foot. 
$225 Pink cased satin small dome (flake) on a clear 

flower bowl base-Clarke. 
$225 Pink satin ribbed dome on clear Clarke base. 
$200 Blue with white looping Nailsea type on clear 

Clarke, base. R-67 
$200 Green satin with enamel flowers. 
$200 Jeweled ormolu hanging. 
$200 Married lithophane shade with cut tall stand. 
$190 Fenton cranberry opal reverse coin spot, three 

part. 
$180 Yellow cased satin small dome on Clarke cup 

base and silver stand. 
$180 Fenton cranberry hobnail opalescent, three part. 
$180 Contemporary green Mary Gregory style. 
$160 Blue satin with blue base. 
$160 Blue sand finish small dome on Clarke cup base, 

base damaged. 
$160 Three Fenton pressed satin finish, one green, one 

blue, one custard. 
$150 Cased pink to white satin conical shade on clear 

Clarke base. 
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$150 Blue satin dome with enamel flowers on a Clarke 
peg base with a pressed stick, flake. 

$150 Pink quilted opaline dome on a Clarke base and 
matching opaline bottom. 

$150 Yellow and white spatter with clear overlay stand 
and mismatched shade. 

$120 Red crackle finish small dome on Clarke cup 
base, base damaged. 

$110 Jeweled ormolu dome on saucer base. 
$110 Free-form red flower with clear leaves. 
$110 Pigeon blood with enamel Coca-Cola. 
$110 Fenton Burmese with scenic decoration. 
$100 Acid Burmese decorated in prunus pattern on 

clear Davidson base.  Shade damaged. 
$100 Five acid Burmese small domes on Clarke cups.  

Sold choice.  Two with base damage. 
$100 Frosted decorated puffy pansy dome on a glass 

stand, indiscernible mark, similar to R-699. 
$100 Pair light amber small domes with round bases. 
$100 Pink satin Fenton, small dome. 
$100 Pair contemporary Bohemian style, one blue, one 

red. 

Many fairy lamps, vintage and contemporary 
sold for less than $100.   Complete list avail-
able on request. 

RELATED CLUBS 

Night Light - The Miniature Lamp Collec-
tors Club 

The Night Light 
Miniature Lamp 
Collectors Club is a 
non-profit club for 
collectors of minia-
ture oil lamps.  The 
Night Light newslet-

ter is published quarterly in the months of 
March, June, September, and December. 
Membership dues are $10 per year.  For 
additional information contact: 

Bob Culver 
38619 Wakefield Court 
Northville, MI  48167 

Phone: (248) 473-8575 
e-Mail: rculver107@aol.com 

Fenton Art Glass Collectors Club of Amer-
ica (FAGCA) 

The FAGCA specializes 
is all aspects of Fenton 
Art Glass.  Their bi-
monthly newsletter, the 
Butterfly Net, contains 
interesting articles about 
many types Fenton glass 
products, including fairy 

lamps.  Membership dues are $20 per year.  
For additional information contact: 

Fenton Art Glass Collectors of America, Inc. 
702 West Fifth Street 
P.O. Box 384 
Williamstown, WV  26187 

Phone: (304) 375-6196 
Fax: (304) 375-4679 

Web Site: http://www.collectoronline.com/ 
club-FAGCA.html  

INTERNET NEWS  
Early Auction Company 
The Early Auction Company routinely offers 
very fine antiques including choice art glass 
and fairy lamps.  Their pre-auction catalogues 
are professionally prepared and include color 
photographs and descriptions of their con-
signments available for auction.  Their web 
site provides basic information about upcom-
ing auctions, directions, accommodations, 
and information on ordering their catalog. 
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A preview of the July Early 
Art Glass Auction includes 
this very fine Burmese ep-
ergne.  It appears to be very 
similar to R-694 except it 
may have four Burmese fairy 
lamps instead of three.  What 

appears to be the exact eperene is shown as 
Number 194 in the October 1887 issue of the 
Pottery Gazette illustrated in Appendix I, 
page 237 of Ruf's book FAIRY LAMPS-
Elegance in Candle Lighting. 

The Early web site is located at: 
http://www.sl2.com/EarlyAuctionCo.html 

Maine Antique Digest 
As many of you may 
know—especially 
those in the northeast-
ern states—the  Maine 
Antique Digest is a 
monthly newspaper 

devoted to Americana.  It contains a broad 
spectrum of articles on antiques, book re-
views, upcoming shows, classified ads, and 
especially detailed information on auctions. 
The June issue even has a couple fairy lamps 
coming up for auction soon. 

The digest is rather large—weighing in at 
over two pounds and 300+ pages—and at 
best, difficult to read in its entirety.  But, 
there is an alternative to subscribing to the 
monthly paper. The Maine Antique Digest 
has a web site at: 

http://www.maineantiquedigest.com/ 
This web site is perhaps the most comprehen-
sive sites I have come across on Americana.  
The well designed site contains much of the 
information contained in their newspaper, 
links to many other relevant web sites, auc-
tion items, and, most importantly, efficient 
search tools. 

If you would like to subscribe to the monthly 
digest, contact their subscription department 
at 1-800-752-8521.  Their subscription rate is 
$37 for one year, $67 for two years. 

Their mailing address is: 

Maine Antique Digest 
P.O. Box 1429 
Waldoboro, ME  04572-1429 

Check this site out.  I'm certain it is a good 
candidate for your bookmark list. 

CLASSIFIED ADS 

The opportunity to post classified ads in the 
Fairy Lamp Newsletter is available to all 
members of the Fairy Lamp Club at no addi-
tional cost on a space available basis. How-
ever, the ultimate responsibility for all trans-
actions resulting from these ads is with the 
buyer and seller. We accept no responsibility 
for the accuracy or completeness of the ads. 

Some of the following ads were reprinted 
from Issue VI without the owner's concur-
rence.  My apologies to both the buyer and 
seller if some of these items are no longer 
available. 

WANTED TO BUY 

Beverly Knight is interested in jeweled fairy 
lamps of any type. If you have any to offer 
she can be reached at: 

1502 North County Road 825 West, Hazle-
ton, IN 47640-9507, phone (812) 386-1126, 
or E-Mail at BKLites@aol.com. 

PARTS NEEDED 

 

This young lady, A-P1-3, is 
looking for a pyramid size 
dome.  Almost any type will 
do.  If you have one to spare 
please call Rhonda at (716) 
663-7953 or drop her an note at 
rlb6215@ritvax.isc.rit.edu. 

 

 

The following parts are needed by Norman & 
Loretta Zimmerman, (410) 653-4034. 
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• White Nailsea pyramid size dome. 

• Gold DQMOP fairy size dome marked patent 
fairy w/wo lamp cup. 

• Silk Cricklight shades, any quantity. 

The following parts are needed by Gail & 
Tom Drucker, (410) 363-6706 
• R-187 Red peppermint swirl threading lamp 

cup 

• R-107 Pink ground, peppermint swirl, ribbed 
lamp cup. 

• R-50 Matching End-of-Day lamp cup. 

• Clarke fairy-size lamp cups where the D-4 
dimension is 2.25, 2.27 inches or less.6 

The following parts are needed by Gwen 
Helfrey, at (972) 296-5640 or E-mail at 
ghelfrey@worldnet.att.net. 
• Bottom to three-piece Fenton Persian Medal-

lion (light pink clear glass). 

• Bottom to amethyst Mosser Holly. 

• Blue bottom to unidentified Fenton three-
piece.  

The following parts are needed by Graham & 
Helen Pullen, Telephone/Fax: 001 44 1428 
712296 or E-mail at gdp@dircon.co.uk. 
• R-196 White ruffled base. 

• R-417 Dome in shape of house, any color. 

• R-487 Any color large dome for existing 
base. 

• R-557 Cranberry dome and/or base to fit 
existing lamp cup. 

• R-595 Pyramid-size dome in blue Nailsea. 

• R-609 Base only. 

FOR SALE  

The following are being offered by Kathy 
Gresko. If you are interested or have any 
questions, please call in the evenings (EST) 
at (610) 469-6990 or drop her a note at 
teddy3@erols.com. 

                                                 
6 See Article “Clarke Fairy-Size Lamp Cups” by Lloyd 
& Nan, Issue IV, August 1997 for sketch showing 
location of D-4. 

• R-214 Baccarat pinwheel in Rose Teinte, 
$275. 

• R-769 (similar) Matching three-piece blue 
diamond quilted. Frosted applied leaf feet on 
the standard alternating one leaf up, one leaf 
down, total of eight applied leaves. Small 
shade flaw. $300. 

• Pink skirted fairy lamp with enameled flow-
ers & leaves on base & dome. Skirted base is 
reversible to white. Clear Clarke lamp cup. 
Dome is pink with blue shading on top, gold 
trim, enameled flowers around the center, 
cased in white. $500. 

The following are offered by Clarence & 
Betty Maier, The Burmese Cruet, PO Box 
432, Montgomeryville, PA 18936, phone 
(215) 855-5388. 

• R-19 Burmese pyramid fairy lamp on 
Clarke's crystal lamp cup, $335. (Item No. 
3414) 

• R-530  Burmese fairy lamp with matching 
ruffled base and clear glass lamp cup, $950. 
(Item No. 2965) 

• Blue Nailsea fairy lamp with matching 
ruffled base. Similar in shape to R-655, color 
similar to R-656. $945. (Item No. 3362) 

• Yellow shading to white Coralene fairy lamp 
on metal stand, $375. (Item 3396) 

The following are being offered for sale by 
Lloyd & Nan Graham, 3411 Henry Dr., 
Newbury Park, CA 91320, phone (805) 498-
3038. 

• Approximately thirty contemporary (since 
1969) fairy lamps from various United States 
glass companies. Contact Lloyd & Nan for 
complete listing.  

• R-712 with eight blue petals, 10.5"h., two 
available, and with eight yellow petals, 
14.5"h., three available, all with two carved 
jade leaves rising from the base, $110 each. 

• A cobalt blue diamond point pyramid size 
dome on a matching Clarke lamp cup with a 
nice Fairy Dancer, $90. 
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• Amber diamond point pyramid size dome on 
a clear colorless Clarke lamp cup embossed 
"S. CLARKE FAIRY PYRAMID" with no 
Fairy Dancer, three available, $75 each. 

• Ruffled saucer-like base, 6"d. x 1.25"h. with 
a 1"d. ground pontil, in a blue and white 
Northwood pull-up pattern, two available, 
$325 each. 

The following items are offered for sale by 
Ken Ely, PO Box 2177, North Brighton 3186, 
Australia. Phone or FAX at:  011 61 039 
5966183: 

• Pink satin fairy lamp base.  Color good.  $75. 

    
Item 1 Item 2 Item 3 Item 4 

     

Item 5 Item 6 Item 7 

       

Item 8 Item 9 Item 10 

1. A pair of beautiful brass fairy lamp holders 
with choice of red or blue Nailsea shades.  
Fairy size with signed Clarke pressed bases 
and clear candle cups.  $850. 

2. Fairy size Burmese fairy lamp.  Reversible 
plain fluted base with decorated "Forget Me 
Not" decorated shade.  Fairy size with signed 
Clarke pressed base and clear candle cup.  
$575. 

3. Red Nailsea pyramid size fairy lamp base 
only.  $400. 

4. Burmese pyramid size undecorated dome on 
pressed crystal standard.  Burmese color 
guaranteed good.  $125. 

5. Wedgwood lithophane night light.  $125. 

6. Pair of Clarke Pyramid hand lamps.  Includes 
signed porcelain candle cup, ribbed dome, 
and brass handled lamp base.  $400 pair. 

7. Owl night lights with opening in back for 
candle.  $100 each. 

8. Peachblow (American) envelope base for 
fairy size lamp.  $200. 

9. White frilled fairy lamp base.  $75. 

10. Red Nailsea fairy lamp with matching base.  
$850. 

The following are being offered for sale by 
Graham & Helen Pullen, UK. Telephone or 
Fax: 011 44 1428 712296. E-mail at 
gdp@dircon.co.uk 

• Fairy, blue DQMP in Clarke cup (cracked), 
$90. 

• Fairy, red Nailsea top ground down with 
candle cup on Clarke base, $120. 

• Five clear candle cups, $105. 

• Original Matchwood Clarke Box, (2 available) 
$30. each. 

• Pyramid, blue, pressed glass with matching 
base, $110. 

• Pyramid, clear, ribbed dome in hand held 
brass holder with porcelain cup, $200. 

• Pyramid, clear, ribbed on tall candlestick base  
(2 available), $145. each. 

• Pyramid, opaque, six sided dome overshot, 
embossed pattern, $175. 

• Pyramid, pale green, six-sided dome over-
shot, embossed pattern (3 available), $275. 

• Pyramid, pale pink, six-sided dome overshot, 
embossed pattern, $280. 

• Pyramid, pink, with tooled amber petals on tall 
candlestick base, $180. 

• R-8 Fairy, blue, DQMP, $325. 

• R-8 Pyramid, blue, DQMP, $250. 

• R-8 Pyramid, pink, DQMP on Clarke cup, 
$210. 

• R-10 Pyramid, blue vaseline dome, $200. 
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• R-13 Pyramid, cobalt blue, Victoria crown 
overshot, cracked, $60. 

• R-13 Pyramid, cobalt blue, Victoria crown 
overshot, $400. 

• R-13 Pyramid, opaque, Victoria crown 
overshot (two available), $400 each. 

• R-13 Pyramid, opaque, Victoria crown 
overshot cracked, $60. 

• R-100  Fairy, clear, pressed ribbed dome in 
large flower bowl base, $300. 

• R-684  Pyramid, Burmese epergne, single 
dome with 4 posies, undecorated, $1100. 

• R-773  Fairy, original fittings for hanging 
lamps, (2 available) $110. each. 

• R-773  Pyramid, brass wall mounts with original 
fittings for hanging lamps, (8 available) $90 
each. 

The following are offered by the Cedars 
Antiques, PO Box 215, Aurelia, IA 51005, 
(712) 434-2244 (evenings and weekends 
only):  

(The Cedars Internet web site continues to be 
an excellent site for fine Victorian art glass. 
They have recently added a search tool that 
greatly enhances finding what you are look-
ing for, i.e. the following listing. The are 
located at http://www.cmsonline.com/cedars) 

• R-176 Swirl MOP satin glass in pink shading 
to rose base and shade. Shade has molded 
swirl ribs in the reverse direction. Crystal 
candle holder. 4.5"h. $435. 

• R-236 White spatter on chartreuse encased 
crystal. Swirled rib mold. Base has heavy ap-
plied crystal feet and trim. Crystal candle cup 
inside. 5.5"h. $580. 

• R-406 Figural bisque brick cottage, open 
windows, nice painting detail. Cute! 6.75"h., 
$600. 

• R-422 Light house shape in shiny blue 
translucent glass. 8.25" to top of ring. $320. 

• R-543 Undecorated Webb Burmese glass 
matching shade and base. Base has extreme 
color shading through pink to lavender at the 

very edge of the ruffled turned-down rim.  
6" h. $835. 

• R-546 Stevens and Williams stripe glass in 
blue, white and crystal with a satin finish. 
Base has turned down ruffled edge and ap-
plied glass bottom. Complete with Clarke's 
candle cup. 6"h., base is 5.25"d.. $815. 

• R-554 Blue and white swirl satin glass shade 
with ruffled edge and crystal lamp cup. 
6.5"h. $635. 

REFERENCE GUIDELINES  
This newsletter makes extensive use of FAIRY 

LAMPS─Elegance in Candle Lighting, by Bob 
& Pat Ruf, Schiffer Publishing, Ltd., 1996, in 
identifying fairy lamps. While this is the most 
complete reference book, there are others that 
you may also use. For consistency, we will 
use the following key to reference illustra-
tions of fairy lamps. The first letter will 
identify the reference book followed by a 
plate or figure number. For example: 

R-167 Refers to Bob & Pat Ruf's book 
FAIRY LAMPS-Elegance in Candle 
Lighting, figure 167. 

A-P3-4 Refers to T. Robert Anthony's book 
19th Century Fairy Lamps, plate 3, 
number 4. 

T-PV-8  Refers to Dorothy Tibbetts' book 
Clarke's Fairy-Lamps, plate V, num-
ber 8. 

C-227 Refers to a fairy lamp number in 
Clarke's 1888 catalog, reprint by T. 
Robert Anthony catalog number 227. 

U-10 Refers to photographic examples of 
fairy lamps that are not shown in any 
of reference books. They have been 
assigned an undocumented reference 
number in the Undocumented Fairy 
Lamps section of the newsletter. In 
this example Undocumented fairy 
lamp number 10. 

Let me know if other reference materials 
need to be added to the code list. 
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MEMBERSHIP  
The Fairy Lamp Club is a non-profit club for 
collectors of Victorian and contemporary 
fairy lamps. The club's quarterly newsletter is 
published in the months of February, May, 
August, and November. The purpose of the 
newsletter is to provide a forum for members 
to share information about fairy lamps with 
others and is greatly dependent upon the 
contributions of our members for its content. 

To join the Fairy Lamp Club and receive the 
Fairy Lamp Newsletter for one year, please 
send $7.50 to: 

JIM &  PAT SAPP 
6422 HAYSTACK ROAD 
ALEXANDRIA , VA  22310 
(703) 971-3229 
E-mail: sapp@erols.com 

 -or, if you prefer: 

BOB &  PAT RUF 
4201 PALOMINO CIRCLE  
RENO, NEVADA 89509 
(702) 747-2675 phone and FAX 

Back issues of the Fairy Lamp Newsletter are 
available for $2.00 per issue and copies of 
pages from the Undocumented Fairy Lamps 
section may be obtained for 25 cents per 
page. Foreign membership dues are $12.50. 
Thanks 
Thanks to everyone who contributed to this 
issue of the newsletter.  Everyone really 
appreciates your contributions.    

If you have not made a contribution to the 
newsletter, please do.  I am sure everyone has 
some information to share with others.   

Looking forward to hearing from you. 

 

 

And now, a little humor... 
BUMPER SNICKERS  

• Dyslexics have more fnu. 

• Clones are people two. 

• Entropy isn't what it used to be. 

• F U CN RD THS U CNT SPL WRTH A 
DM! 

• Microbiology Lab: Staph Only! 

• Santa's elves are just a bunch of subordinate 
Clauses. 

• Eschew obfuscation. 

• Ground Beef: A Cow With No Legs! 

• 186,000 miles/sec: Not just a good idea, it's 
the LAW. 

• A mouse is an elephant built by the Japanese. 

• A waist is a terrible thing to mind. 

• Air pollution is a mist-demeaner. 

• Anything free is worth what you pay for it. 

• Atheism is a non-prophet organization. 

• Chemistry professors never die, they just 
smell that way! 

• COLE'S LAW: Thinly sliced cabbage. 

• Does the name Pavlov ring a bell? 

• Editing is a rewording activity. 

• Everyone is entitled to my opinion. 

• Gene Police: YOU!! Out of the pool! 

• Help stamp out and eradicate superfluous 
redundancy. 

• I used to be indecisive; now I'm not sure. 

• My reality check just bounced. 

• Rap is to music what Etch-a-Sketch is to art. 

• What if there were no hypothetical ques-
tions? 

• Energizer bunny arrested, charged with 
battery. 

• No sense being pessimistic. It wouldn't work 
anyway. 

• Boycott shampoo!!! Demand REAL poo! 

 

Have a nice summer everyone. 


